India has become a major destination for corporate soirees. What makes India different from any other destination is the myriad of experiences that it offers. Visitors are fascinated by its unique lifestyle, varied history, cultures and aura. From the hustle bustle of a cosmopolitan city to the serenity of the countryside, a hill station to a pristine beach, India has destinations, which offer unrivaled beauty for a business meet.

India today is also the cynosure of global marketeers and business growth. A country whose infrastructure is all set to take on the planet. India offers state-of-art conference venue options, megapolis airports, improved transport & roads, advanced technology and world class luxury hotels to make your event a memorable affair.

Welcome to the officially offbeat, India.
TCI WELCOMES YOU WITH NEW ENERGIES & BUSINESS RETURNS, THE INDIAN WAY.

PLAY PLAN, a specialised MICE offering from TCI, brings Indian experiences for global business. We welcome you to etch distinct memories in India, with us. Play Plan your business tours and activities in this diverse land, where at the end of every corner, there is a new surprise. There is more to business, than just business. We have a legacy to live up to.

With over 50 years of experience, TCI is India’s leading Destination Management Company, having domain expertise and a dedicated, specialised MICE team, that offers extreme personalisation & perfection. The company is well trained to handle any MICE event with utmost professionalism. Deeply rooted in India, TCI sits in pole position to comprehend every mystery, this country beholds. Therefore, TCI offers paramount, overall quality experiences. With a presence across 12 cities in India and 7 marketing offices overseas, business travellers can effortlessly PLAY PLAN their trips to India, Nepal, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Maldives and Mauritius.
THERE IS EDGE ONLY IF, ONE SEES IT.

SPECIALISED & DEDICATED TEAM OF 150 PROFESSIONALS NATIONWIDE WITH EXTENSIVE MICE EXPERIENCE

IN-HOUSE QUALITY CONTROL CELL ENABLES METICULOUS PLANNING & EXECUTION

EXPERT CLIENT UNDERSTANDING OFFERS CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS

EXPERIENCE IN MANAGING FLIGHT CHARTERS & CRUISES FOR LUXURY EVENTS

ASSOCIATION WITH TOURISM BOARDS, GOVERNMENT BODIES AND MINISTRIES ENSURE EFFECTIVE VALUE ADDITIONS

Group Edge
Reserved.
At the Everest.

Break out of those four walled board rooms and discover the outdoors. We believe that fresh air frees your mind and lessens your inhibitions. We break stereotypes, to arrange for the most unique locations, without compromising on the quality of our service. Whether you prefer exhilarating Mt. Everest as a backdrop or a brainstorming session arranged in the middle of a royal lake, just PLAY PLAN. We will make it happen.

Offbeat, Meeting Venues
Breaking Stereotypes

When the idea is change, PLAY PLAN your next corporate gathering. We offer an offbeat corporate meeting experience. When celebrating client appreciation, we offer the perfect setting along with excellent culinary service, for the most over the top meeting. Think outside the cubicles and inspire. PLAY PLAN to function in a totally different environment, which encourages better ideas and innovative thinking. We promise to strike a chord, for every specific need.

Out-of-the-box Meetings

VENUE SELECTION & CONTRACT NEGOTIATION, MEETING ROOM DESIGN, SESSION MANAGEMENT, SITE LOGISTICS, F&B PLANNING, SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING, ON-SITE LOGISTICS, AUDIO VISUAL MANAGEMENT, MANPOWER, SERVICES & EQUIPMENTS MANAGEMENT, TRANSPORT ARRANGEMENT, MEDIA MANAGEMENT, HOSPITALITY, EVENT WEBCASTING, ONLINE MEETING REGISTRATION.
Rare Talents, Applauded.

As an individual as a team, we live to be more. Jungle safaris, river rafting and water canoeing unites a team against the wild. Our well-planned & innovative ideas, allow people to bond in a different environment. Business successes are celebrated at exotic locales where development and team-building exercises are optimally accomplished. India is a perfect destination to forge lasting business relations by making your associate and partners feel really special. Think India! for your next incentive and be fascinated by its royal splendor, unique atmosphere, varied history, rich cultural heritage, customs, sights, sounds, tastes and aroma. PLAY PLAN your incentives, to build business relations.

Team Building Incentives

ITINERARY PLANNING, PROGRAMME DESIGN, DESTINATION & PROPERTY SELECTION, NEGOTIATION & RESERVATION, BUDGET PREPARATION, SITE VISITS, TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES, THEME GALA EVENINGS, AWARDS NIGHT, SIGHTSEEING, PRE EVENT TEASERS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS, EXPERIENCED & PROFESSIONAL TOUR MANAGERS, DESTINATION MANAGEMENT SERVICES, PROFESSIONAL ON-SITE MANAGEMENT, SOUVENIRS.
VISIT TAJ MAHAL AT SUNRISE, CHAMPAGNE BREAKFAST AT TAJ KHEMA Agra, enjoy LIVE ENTERTAINMENT SHOW “MOHABBAT THE TAJ” AT KA-LAKRITI Agra, MAJESTIC ELEPHANT POLO MATCH EXPERIENCE AT CITY PALACE JAIPUR, DIVE IN TO LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AT KINGDOM OF DREAMS, FEAST ON CULINARY DELIGHTS AT CULTURE GULLY GURGAON, UNITE YOUR TEAM AT TIGER TRAILS JUNGLE SAFARI EXPERIENCE RANTH-AMBHORE, RIDE LIKE A ROYAL ON A CAMEL SAFARI, SIGN BACK & ENJOY A CUL-TURAL EVENING AND SUMPTOUS DINNER ON SAND DUNES OF JAISALMER, DISTINCT ROYAL GALA DINNER AT SAMODE PALACE, FEEL THE THRILL OF SNAKE BOAT RACE AT KERALA BACKWATERS, MAHARAJA THEME DINNER & COCKTAIL, VINTAGE CAR RIDE IN UDAIPUR, REJUVENATE IN TOTAL BLISS, YOGA & MEDITATION IN THE HIMALAYAS, CHAMPAGNE BREAKFAST AT EVEREST BASE CAMP KATHMANDU, T OFF IN HIMALAYAS GOKARNA NEPAL, CHASE THE RHINOS AT CHITWAN NEPAL.

INDIAN CHAOS EQUALS VARIETY
Xquisite Incentive Experiences
Spice capital of the world, Knows when to jazz up.

Treating guests with our excellent culinary delights is a generic value to any Indian household. Feel the magical mix of le cordon bleu hospitality and Indian aditi devo bhava ‘guest is god’ value in every handshake, every greeting and every serve. Our eclectic tastes range from Indian mughlai to any International cuisine. Flow yourself in the soul of this ancient continent where you can even feast on royal sumptuous buffets to bespoke delicacies. Nothing is as good as a chosen food on a chosen venue. Memories that outline.

Food Religion
People, who walk the talk, in your tongue.

Everyone speaks in a different language but with the same emotions. TCI has an abundance of experienced and trusted, multilingual guides who think globally, but act locally. Now, you can journey with people across the Indian compass and still feel connected. Attended

Multilingual Tour Managers
A quick brief after which, we take the lead.

Look no further when you want a hand to execute a conference. Just give us the details and let us handle all the issues. From idea initiation to venue selection, from ushering IPs to VP’s to account closures, we do everything. We can help in conference design, program development, registration, site and venue selection and booking, audiovisuals, logistics, leisure management, marketing, printing, sourcing speakers, funding, sponsorship and exhibitor sales, financial management and budget control.

**Professional Conference Organisers**

BID PREPARATION, VENUE SELECTION & NEGOTIATION, CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT, CHECKLIST WITH DEADLINES, PRINTING COLLATERALS, WEBSITE DESIGNING & UPDATE, DATA COMPILATION & MAILING, MARKETING AND PROMOTION, SPONSORSHIP AND GRANTS, PRE-REGISTRATION FROM CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT, ABSTRACT MANAGEMENT, PROCURING PERMISSIONS, ACCOMMODATION MANAGEMENT, VENDOR FINALISATION, INTERPRETATION AND TRANSLATION SERVICES, SOCIAL EVENINGS, PRE & POST TOURS, VENUE MANAGEMENT, INAUGURAL / VALEDICTORY CEREMONY MANAGEMENT, ACCOUNTS CLOSURE.
Owned scalable process, & room for more.

After five decades of growth, we have reached a position, where we can adapt and confer any number of delegates, from 100-10000, under one roof. From leadership summits to global boardmeetings and high end conferences, we have created business confidence. Our scalable and flexible process, allows us to manage any number of people, in a given space and time. Each team works better independently and quickens deliveries. Our scalable venue options, calculated task delegation and globally acclaimed organization, make us first choice partners, for every business.

S to XL, any size conferences
Your brand here,

In this emerging opportune land, Play Plan is a ready partner to take on what a business want. A projector and an intent to exhibit product value. For Play Plan when a single eye sees it, one more believes it, and one more makes it a widespread viral here. Let your consumers touch your product. Your brand is the talker & we are the doer. For anything you need, exhibiting, ideating, branding, organising, fabricating, maneuvering, organising, partnering...

Your Exhibition Partner

isn’t all alone.
Future is bright, when you travel light.

With a team of innovators, thinkers, planners, art directors and executors, you will travel light on your exhibition engagements. If you are into the business of exhibitions or planning to work with a turnkey exhibition provider, you are looking at a right proposal. Business is brighter with us.

**Exhibitions from ideas to execution**

Designing of Exhibition Layout Plan, Exhibition Marketing & Promotion, Online Space Selling, Sponsorship Generation, Website Management, Online Exhibitors Registration, Exhibitor Confirmation and Booth Arrangement, Exhibitor Manual and Show Directory, Visitor Promotion, Liaison and Contracting with Official Agencies, Security Arrangements, Freight and Logistics Coordination, Exhibition Area or Hangar, Stall Construction, Site Management, Cargo Handling, Co-ordination with Customs and Other Authorities, Dismantling & Gate Passes, Accounts Closure.
Driven by mind, 
Supported by technology.

When it comes to technology, ideas become real with our front and back-end technology enablement. Day to day automation brings us closer to our goals, enables to do more and generate value to clients. From webpage to dedicated websites, online registration to online payment gateways, webinars to other digital interfaces and upgrades, leading technology is in full play at all levels of interaction. Quicker processes, social in nature, efficient technology creates results.
WINNING IS A REFLECTION OF YOUR CULTURE.

When individuals stand for their work, they are revered and followed. PlanEx is dedicated to serve those who are dedicated to their work, every single day. A lot of planning goes into winning, achieving and celebrating. We celebrate our successes and learn with failures.

Awards & Accolades

Recipient of the **National Tourism Award** every year since 1976 in the category 1.

Including Best MICE Company • **TAAI Award** for **Best Inbound Tour Operator** 2011 • **Best Travel Agency** Award by TTG Asia 2004, 2008 – Part of **Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA)** for the 5th year in succession • **Best Tour Operator by CNBC Awaaaz** in 2008 & 2009 • **Golden Peacock Award** for Corporate Governance • Recipient of “**Outstanding Sales Performance Awards**” from different Airlines • Recipient of the **Shyam Poddar Trophies** for “Pioneering New Areas in Tourism” • Recipient of **Hospitality India Annual International Awards** 2007 for Outstanding Performance in Inbound Tourism • Winner of a **Silver Lion at Cannes** 2007 for Print Advertisement. The ad showcased **Honeymoon holidays in India with TCI** • Awarded “**The Best Outbound & Inbound Tour Operator of the Year**” award at the Hospitality India Awards 2006 hosted by Hospitality India.
CULTURE OF A BILLION, CAN WELCOME ANY MILLION.
NEWNESS IS THE EVOLUTION FOREVER

Cases By Experience

VOLVO OCEAN RACE, COCHIN
SUZUKI INDIA KENSU CHARITER INCENTIVE, NEW DELHI
ROCA INCENTIVE
BAIN & COMPANY - WORLD WIDE PARTNERS MEET, NEW DELHI
8TH CI EXIM BANK (AFRICA) CONCLAVE
40TH IJS WORLD CONGRESS (THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SOCIOLOGY)
ELECRAMA
66TH CONGRESS OF LMHI/ LIGA (WORLD HOMEOPATHY CONGRESS)

6TH AIRPORTS COUNCIL INTERNATIONAL REGIONAL ASSEMBLY
2ND CONFERENCE OF ASIAN SOCIETY OF NEUROANAESTHESIA & CRITICAL CARE (AIIMS)
5TH ASIA OCEANIA CONFERENCE ON OBESITY
8TH WORLD CONGRESS OF IHPBA
61ST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE INDIAN RADILOGICAL & IMAGING ASSOCIATION
8TH GL-GIS CONFERENCE
8TH ASIAN FISHERIES FORUM
4TH WORLD CONGRESS ON MOUNTAIN UNGULATES
54TH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF AVIATION & SPACE MEDICINE
37TH IVU WORLD VEGETARIAN CONGRESS
INTERNATIONAL FISCAL ASSOCIATION AND INTERNATIONAL TAX CONFERENCE
PRAVASI BHARHYA DIVAS
2ND INDIAN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
2ND INTERNATIONAL DIABETES INDIA CONFERENCE
INTERNATIONAL GOLD CONVENTION
IABSE ROLE OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS TOWARDS THE REDUCTION OF POVERTY
WORLD CONGRESS ON PREVENTION OF DIABETES
XXI ICMRBS CONFERENCE
FDI ANNUAL WORLD DENTAL CONGRESS